Functions
• Mains operated light source.
• Provides light beam directed depending on the orientation of the lighting grill.
• Can be used as:
  - step marker light, night lamp, spot light.
  - display lighting, signboard lighting.

Technical Specification
• Rated voltage: 240V~
• Provided with high luminous LED.
• Suitable for screw less mounting on the plates.
• Connectors provided for easy wiring connection.
• Suitable for mounting on inflammable surface.
• Impact protection: IiK02.
• Class II appliance.

Applications
Suitable for houses, hotels, hospitals, malls, offices, lifts and similar other establishments.

Nomenclature and Marking
GM modular range is marked with details using laser technology with absolute precision and indelibility.

Example of Use

Step-marker light

Wiring diagram

Front and side view showing the over all dimensions in mm

Product code: AA 3 078
Details: Step Marker (LED)